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Abstract. Single Electron Tunneling (SET) technology appears to be a
promising alternative for CMOS as it exhibits excellent power consumption and
scalability features. Moreover, this new technology opens up avenues for new
computational paradigms, which require building blocks with unconventional behavior. In this paper we discuss a number of basic building blocks that allow for
effective implementations of computational structures in those new paradigms,
and analyze them in terms of area, delay, and energy consumption.
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1. Introduction
Ever since decades we have seen an ongoing increase in integrated circuit performance mainly due to advances in fabrication technology and improvements in computational paradigms. However, fabrication technology is kind of stagnating and it is
generally expected that current technology, i.e., CMOS, cannot be pushed beyond a
certain limit. This limit is expected to arise in mainly two areas: power consumption
and scalability. The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)
[1] states that “we have reached the point where the horizon of the Roadmap challenges the most optimistic projections for continues scaling of CMOS.” Consequently,
the Roadmap included post-CMOS devices. Moreover, the amount of research in this
field of emerging technologies has exploded.
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A promising candidate to succeed CMOS is Single Electron Tunneling (SET) technology [2], as it does not suffer from the limitations CMOS faces (power consumption
and scalability). SET technology allows the control of single or few electrons and
therefore has potential to perform computation with ultra low power consumption.
Downscaling feature sizes increases the quantum mechanical behavior, especially when
reaching the nanometer region. For CMOS this causes problems whereas for SET,
which is based on quantum mechanical principles, this improves device behavior.
Consequently, SET technology is scalable to the nanometer region and beyond.
SET technology is fundamentally different from CMOS as it is based on tunneling
of electrons. This difference opens up avenues for new computational paradigms [3,
4, 5], which try to effectively use the basic SET properties. Theoretical results on
the complexity of logic and arithmetic operations using those new paradigms indicate
great potential. However, the actual practical results depend on the capabilities of
the utilized building blocks. In previous research we already identified a number of
basic building blocks [3, 6, 7]. In this paper we analyze these building blocks with
respect to limitations, area, delay, and energy consumption.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly present some background on SET technology. In Section 3 we present five basic building blocks in SET
technology and analyze them. In Section 4 we provide an example of how the presented building blocks can be used for computational purposes. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Background
In the classic physics theory electrons are viewed of as particles and the theory
does not allow electrons to cross a barrier like a piece of insulator. In 1923 L. de
Broglie [8] suggested that particles may also behave like waves. Three years later
this hypothesis was formally described by Schrödinger (see for example [9] for the
Schrödinger theory), which became the basis for the quantum mechanics theory of
today. According to the Schrödinger wave equation, there is a probability that an
electron tunnels through a barrier and enters a classically forbidden region and this
phenomenon is called tunneling.
Tunneling
The tunnel junction, the basic circuit element of SET technology, is based on this
tunneling phenomenon. The tunnel junction is created by separating two conductors
with a thin insulator (see Fig. 1) and therefore it behaves in principle like a capacitor.
However, given that the insulator is thin enough quantum tunneling may occur.
q2
For an electron to tunnel through the junction, the Coulomb energy EC = e ,
2C
where C is the capacitance of the tunnel junction and qe is the charge of an electron
(1.60217 ×10−19 C), is at least needed. If the Coulomb energy is not available a
tunnel event cannot happen. This phenomenon is known as Coulomb blockade. A
voltage source can provide the energy needed for an electron to tunnel.
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Fig. 1. Tunnel junction schematic representation.

There is another condition for observing the tunneling phenomenon. In classical
theories an electron was assumed to be well localized. However, in the quantum
mechanics theory electrons are described by wave functions, indicating the probability
of the presence of an electron. If a tunnel barrier is insufficiently opaque the electron
wave function extends through the barrier and the electron is not clearly localized on
either site of the tunnel junction. The opaqueness of a tunnel barrier is described by
the tunnel resistance Rt . A sufficient condition [10, 11] for observing SET charging
effects is:
Rt À

h
= 25.6 kΩ,
qe2

(1)

where h is Planck’s constant (6.62607×10−34 J·s). For further explanation of the
tunnel resistance and the derivation of this equation we refer the reader to [12, 13].
In this research we assume a tunnel resistance Rt of 100 kΩ, which is a commonly
used value.
Analyzing SET circuits
When designing circuits with tunnel junctions, one needs to be able to calculate
the conditions for observing electron tunneling. This could be done by calculating
all free energy in the circuit, but even for modest sized circuits this method results
in very complex computation [14]. Therefore, the method of the critical voltage is
generally employed [15, 16, 17]. This method states that an electron may only tunnel
if the voltage across the tunnel junction Vj is greater than a critical voltage Vc . The
critical voltage of a tunnel junction can be expressed as:
VC =

qe
,
2 (Cj + Ce )

(2)

where Cj is the capacitance of the tunnel junction and Ce is the capacitance of the
remainder of the circuit as seen from the junction’s perspective. In other words,
tunneling can occur if and only if |Vj | ≥ Vc .
Electron tunneling is stochastic in nature and as such the delay cannot be analyzed
in the traditional sense. Instead, for each transported electron one can describe the
switching delay as:
td =

− ln (Perror ) qe Rt
,
|Vj | − Vc

(3)
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where Perror is the chance that the desired charge transport has not occurred after td
seconds [4]. In this paper we assume Perror =10−8 . Each transported electron reduces
the system energy by ∆E = qe (|Vj | − Vc ) from which the consumed energy can be
calculated.
Note that the SET technology can physically be implemented in various ways, e.g.,
classical semiconductor lithography 18] and by carbon nanotubes [19]. Therefore, for
the blocks we discuss in this paper, the circuit area is evaluated in terms of the total
number of circuit elements (capacitors and junctions).

3. Basic building blocks
SET technology enables accurate control of the transportation of discrete electrons. Moreover, SET allows the representation of values by the number of electrons,
i.e., Boolean values are represented by the presence or absence of one electron, while
integer values are represented by the corresponding number of electrons. To effectively utilize these encodings in arithmetic and logic operations, building blocks are
required that perform basic signal operations on Boolean and multi-value signals.
Previous investigations suggested that Boolean operations can be implemented
using threshold logic gates and inverting buffers [4]. Those two building blocks operate
in principle like normal Boolean gates. In order to perform arithmetic operations via
direct charge manipulation [3] the following set of building blocks is required: MVke
(Move k electrons) block, MCke (Move Conditionally k electrons) block, and PSF
(periodic symmetric function) block. The first two are mainly used to create and
manipulate multi-value signals while the latter is mainly used to read multi-value
signals and perform their conversion to Boolean signals. This section presents the
implementation and analysis of those basic building blocks. The results presented in
here are based on calculations and SIMON [20] simulations.
3.1. Threshold gate
An n-input linear threshold logic gate is a device which is able to evaluate any
linearly separable Boolean function given by:
½
F (X) = sgn {f (X)} =
f (X) =

Xn
i=1

0
1

if
if

F (X) < 0
F (X) ≥ 0

wi xi − ϕ,

(4)
(5)

where xi s are the n inputs and wi s are the corresponding n integer weights. The
linear
Pn threshold gate performs a comparison between the weighted sum of the inputs
i=1 wi xi and the threshold value φ. If the weighted sum of its inputs is greater than
or equal to the threshold, the gate produces logic ‘1’. Otherwise the output is logic
‘0’. The threshold logic gate can operate on Boolean signals as well as on multi-valued
digital or analog signals.
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Figure 2 depicts an implementation of the threshold gate in SET technology.
The critical voltage Vc, needed to enable tunneling, acts as the intrinsic threshold of
the circuit. If the voltage across the junction is larger then Vc an electron tunnels
through the junction from node n2 to node n1, resulting in a ‘high’ output that
is associated with logic ‘1’. The supply voltage Vs is used as the biasing voltage,
weighted by the capacitor Cb , to adjust the gate threshold to the desired value φ. The
input signals V p = {V1p , V2p , ..., Vrp } are weighted by their corresponding capacitors
C p = {C1p , C2p , ..., Crp } and added to the voltage across the junction. The input
signals V n = {V1n , V2n , ..., Vsn } are weighted by their corresponding capacitors C n =
{C1n , C2n , ..., Csn } and subtracted from the voltage across the junction. The resulting
threshold function for the circuit is:
Xr
Xs
f (X) = CΣn
Ckp Vkp − CΣp
Cln Vln − ϕ,
(6)
k=1

l=1

1 p
(C + CΣn ) qe − CΣn Cb Vb ,
2 Σ
Pr
Ps
where CΣp = Cb + k=1 Ckp and CΣn = Co + l=1 Cln .
ϕ=

(7)

Fig. 2. Threshold logic gate.

Using the implementation presented above, we can create all kinds of Boolean gate,
e.g., AND, NAND, OR, and NOR. Theoretically speaking, we can create Boolean
gates with an arbitrary number of positive and negative weighted inputs. However,
for practical circuits the size of the capacitors Cip and Cin as well as the desired output
voltage restrict the possibilities. The exact limitations are dependent on the actual
implementation.
The area cost of the circuit is five elements. As the energy consumption and
the delay are dependent on the voltage across the junction at the time of a tunnel
event, they are thus implementation dependent. For a typical implementation of a 2input Boolean gate the energy consumption is approximately 0.8 meV and the delay
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is approximately 0.8 ns. In this paper a typical implementation assumes a supply
voltage of 16 mV and a representation of logic ‘1’ of 16 mV as well.
We also assessed the dependence between delay, energy, and the number of inputs
for different values of Perror , of which the results are presented in Fig. 3. The energy
consumption is linear with the number of inputs. However, the delay is independent on the number of inputs, in contrast to CMOS logic gates where we see such a
dependency.

Fig. 3. Delay and energy consumption of an n-input
AND gate implemented by a threshold gate.

3.2. The inverting buffer
To improve the fan-out capabilities and to reduce feedback effects, the threshold
logic gate has to be augmented with a buffer. Figure 4 depicts a possible implementation of such an inverting buffer. Other implementations are possible, but this one
is preferred as it has the lowest output-to-input feedback ratio, which is fundamental
for a buffer.
The junctions J1 , J2 and the capacitor Cg1 in the figure form a SET transistor
[21]. When combined with the bias capacitor Cb1 the switching behavior of this SET
transistor becomes similar to that of a MOS p-type transistor. Likewise, junctions
J3 , J4 , and capacitors Cg2 , Cb2 displays a switching behavior similar to an n-type
MOS transistor. The circuit as a whole operates as follows. Assuming all circuit
nodes contain a net charge of 0 electrons and Vi is ‘low’, a tunnel event can occur in
junction J1 only, which in turn results in a tunnel event in J2 and a ‘high’ output. If
then Vi becomes ‘high’, a tunnel event can occur in junction J4 only, which in turn
results in a tunnel event in J3 and a ‘low’ output.
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Fig. 4. Inverting buffer.

The area cost of the inverting buffer is 9 elements. When designing such a buffer,
there are a number of trade offs that can be made, e.g., delay, energy consumption,
feedback ratio, and sensitivity to imperfections. A number of different designs have
been implemented and simulated. The delay ranges from 0.4 ns to 1.9 ns, while the
energy consumption ranges from 7 meV to 11 meV, assuming zero fan-out. Figure 5
depicts the dependency of the delay and energy consumption on the fan-out of the
buffer. For this experiment we assumed that all gates on the output of the buffer have
an input capacitance equal to that of the buffer itself, i.e., 0.5 aF. From the graph we
can see that the delay of the buffer doubles for every 11 extra gates on the output.
The maximum number of gates that the buffer can drive is dependent on the amount
of feedback that the gates cause on the output node of the buffer. Our experiments
indicate that for a typical implementation of the buffer it can drive up to 19 threshold
logic gates.
3.3. MVke
The Move k electron (MVke) block controls the transport of an adjustable number
of electrons to/from a charge reservoir. An MVke block has inputs Ve (enable), Vr
(reset), and Vv (V) and has a build in constant k such that the circuit transports Vk
electrons when enabled. When a reset is applied all the transported electrons return
to their original position and the circuit becomes charge neutral.
Figure 6 presents an MVke implementation, which removes electrons from a charge
reservoir (implemented by capacitance Ccr ) and which operates as follows. While Vr
(reset) and Vv are zero and input Ve (enable) is set to ‘high’, the voltage across
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junction J1 gets very close to its critical voltage. If at the same time Vv is set to
‘high’ the critical voltage is exceeded and one electron tunnels from node n2 to node
n1. As a result of this event a positive charge is present on node n2, which causes
the voltage of junction J2 to exceed its critical voltage. So, one electron tunnels from
node n3, which actually is the charge reservoir, to node n2. This process of two tunnel
events continues until the voltage across junction J1 has dropped below its critical
voltage again. The number of electrons that are removed from the charge reservoir is
proportional to the magnitude of both Vv and Cv . Therefore in this implementation
the value of k can be set by choosing the corresponding value of Cv .

Fig. 5. Delay and energy consumption of the inverting buffer with respect to fan-out.

Fig. 6. M V ke block.
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The circuit can be reset to its initial state by setting Vr to ‘high’ while the other
inputs are zero. The positive voltage on Vr causes a negative voltage across junction
J1 which exceeds the critical voltage and thus one electron tunnels from node n1
to node n2. This in turn places junction J2 into an unstable state, resulting in an
electron tunneling to the reservoir. This process continues until all excess electrons
present on node n1 are returned to node n3 and the charge reservoir is back into the
neutral state.
The number of transportable electrons is limited by the voltage they produce on
the output reservoir. Implementing the charge reservoir with a large capacitance
results in a low voltage on the output of the MVke block and thus on a high limit
to the number of transportable electrons. On the other hand, the low voltage on the
charge reservoir requires a higher accuracy in the next stage, which operates on the
value in the reservoir. For a typical implementation of the MVke block we calculated
an upper limit of the number of transportable electrons of 529.

Fig. 7. Delay and energy consumption of the MVke block.

The area cost of the MVke block is 8 elements. The delay and the energy consumption are dependent on the actual parameters of the circuit and on the actual
number of transported electrons. Figure 7 depicts the delay and energy consumption
for different values of transported electrons k, assuming a typical implementation. As
expected, the energy consumption is linear on the number of transported electrons.
The delay is logarithmic on the number of transported electrons, because for large k
the first electrons experience a larger ‘force’ and therefore tunnel a lot faster.
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3.4. MCke

The Move Conditional k electrons (MCke) block transports a fixed amount of
electrons k to/from a charge reservoir if and only if the input Vv exceeds a certain
threshold. The MCke block also has an enable (Ve ) input and a reset (Vr ), thus it is
capable of returning the transported electrons.

Fig. 8. The MCke block.

If we split the functionality of the MCke block in two parts, i.e., detecting the
threshold condition and moving electrons, it is clear that the MCke block can be
implemented by using a SET threshold gate in combination with an MVke block.
The implementation depicted in Figure 8 uses this approach. The output of the
threshold gate is buffered by an OpAmp, which is required to guaranty the correct
functionality of both building blocks. We note here that OpAmps can potentially be
implemented using a hybrid FET-SET technology [22, 23].

Fig. 9. Delay and energy consumption of the MCke block
with respect to the input step size.
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The area cost of the MCke block is 12 elements. Assuming a typical implementation and a value for k of 1, the delay is 1.55 ns and the energy consumption is
10.3 meV. These values are excluding the area, delay, and energy consumption of the
required OpAmp. The delay of the threshold logic gate is very much depending on
the voltage difference it has to detect. For large steps on the input voltage the delay
is very small. However, for small steps on the input the delay can be very large.
Figure 9 depicts the delay and energy consumption of the threshold logic gate (TLG)
and the MVke block as well as of the entire MCke block. For this experiment we
assumed for the MVke block a value for k of 1.
3.5. PSF
A PSF building block implements a Periodic Symmetric Function (PSF) on one
or multiple inputs. A Boolean function of n variables Fs , is symmetric
if and only ¢if
¡
for any permutation σ of <1,2,...,n >, Fs (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) = Fs xσ(1) , xσ(2) , ..., xσ(n) .
In other words, a Boolean symmetricPfunction entirely depends on the sum of its
n
input values Fs (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) = Fs ( i=1 xi ). A periodic symmetric function is a
symmetric function for which there exists a period T such that Fs (X) = Fs (X + T ).
A PSF is completely defined by the constants a, b, and T, where a is the first positive
transition and b is the first negative transition (see Figure 10).

Fig. 10. Periodic symmetric function.

As a basis for the implementation of a PSF block a simple SET structure, known
as the electron trap, can be used. The electron trap, depicted in Figure 11, has
a periodic transfer function and functions as follows. If the input voltage rises, the
output voltage follows due to capacitance division. At some point, though, the voltage
across the tunnel junction exceeds the critical voltage and an electron tunnels to the
output node. The output voltage therefore drops. As the input voltage continues to
rise, the output voltage rises again until it reaches the critical voltage again and the
entire process continues until enough electrons tunneled.

Fig. 11. Electron trap circuit and transfer function.
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A PSF block can be implemented using a SET electron trap in combination with
a SET inverter (see Figure 12). The electron trap has a triangular periodic transfer
function. The inverter acts in this case as a literal gate and it transforms the saw
tooth shaped transfer function of the electron trap into a rectangular shape transfer
function.

Fig. 12. The PSF block.

Fig. 13. Delay and energy consumption of the PSF block.

The PSF block as presented in Figure 12 can be extended with more inputs by
simply connecting those via capacitances to node n0 and choosing a capacitance
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value corresponding to the weight of the input. The number of inputs is limited by
the accuracy of the inverter, as a lot of inputs imply small changes in the voltage on
node n0. Furthermore, because of the analog nature of the device, for a large number
of inputs, the circuit becomes more sensitive to feedback through the inputs.
The PSF block has an area cost 12 elements plus one for each input. The delay
and energy consumption of the PSF block are dependent on the number and the
weight of the inputs. For typical implementations the delay ranges from 1.5 ns to 10
ns, while the energy consumption ranges from 8 to 90 meV. Figure 13 presents the
delay and energy consumption of a PSF block with respect to the input value. The
PSF block implements a periodic symmetric function with a period of 2, which is also
reflected in the delay. The energy consumption is exponential to the input value.

4. Example
In order to demonstrate the possibilities offered by the building blocks discussed in
the previous section we present in this section an example circuit. Not only does this
example, a 6-bit radix-8 adder, indicate the potential, it also shows the limitations of
the building blocks and how this can be dealt with.
The 6-bit radix-8 adder is depicted in Fig. 14 and functions as follows. The inputs
A and B are split into groups of three bits for reasons that will become clear soon.
For now we focus on the first three bits of both inputs, which are connected each to
the V input of an MVke block. The built-in constant k of each MVke block is set
to the weight of the bit connected to its input. Now each MV 2i e block adds 2i qe
charge to the charge reservoir CR1 when the corresponding input (ai or bi ) is logic
‘1’. Consequently, the charge reservoir CR1 contains the sum of the values A and B,
disregarding the upper three bits.
The three PSF blocks perform a conversion from the multi-valued signal in charge
reservoir CR1 to a binary representation using outputs s0 , s1 , and s2 , Each PSF block
computes a periodic symmetric function on the sum of the addition with a period equal
to the weight of the output bit. Therefore, each PSF block computes one bit of the
output.
The scheme, as explained so far, forms a basic addition scheme that theoretically
can add any two numbers. However, our analysis of the MVke block, as described
in Section 2.3, prescribes a limitation to the number of electrons that the MVke
block can move and thus limits the bit-size on the inputs. To overcome this problem,
addition can be done in high radix.
In our example circuit we chose radix-8 for convenience, although a higher radix
would have been possible. For this reason we split each 6-bit input into groups of
three bits and added them separately. As Fig. 14 indicates, we added the upper three
bits just in the same way we added the lower three bits and converted the sum back
to a digital representation by a similar set of PSF blocks. To take care of a possible
carry, we used an MCke (with k=1) block, which adds a charge of qe to CR2 if the
value in CR1 is larger then seven.
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Fig. 14. Organization of the 6-bit radix-8 adder.

We simulated the 6-bit radix-8 addition scheme and the results are depicted in
Fig. 15. The two signals in the top block represent reset and enable, respectively.
The second two blocks, each containing six signals, represent the input vectors A
(0,3,4,7,56,59,60) and B (0,4,4,7,56,60,60), respectively. These vectors were chosen
such that each block is tested for its extreme conditions (min/max value, threshold
value, etc.) The bottom block, containing seven signals represents the output vector
of the adder. For each vector displayed in the graph, the top bar represents the least
significant bit while the bottom bar represents the most significant bit.
The simulation indicates that the high radix adder functions correctly. The total
area needed for the adder was calculated as 187 circuit elements, the delay as 4.15 ns,
and the power consumption as 224 meV.
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Fig. 15. Simulation results for the 6-bit radix-8 adder.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we presented a set of building blocks, based on SET technology
devices, that allows for the efficient implementation of logic and arithmetic structures
in SET based new computational paradigms. The set of proposed building blocks can
operate on Boolean signals (one electron encoded signals) as well as on discreet analog
signals (multiple electron encoded signals) and can perform conversions among them.
We analyzed the building blocks in terms of area, delay, and energy consumption
and discussed a number of design trade offs. This study provides us the means to
evaluate the actual expected performance of SET based schemes for a given fabrication
technology and error probability.
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